Le Chemin de Stevenson - GR70
Le Monastier to St Jean-du-Gard
201kms
By Margaret Nay
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In late June 2016 we gathered in Le Puy
en Velay before setting out to follow the
route that Robert Louis Stevenson did in
1878. Our walk the following morning
started from the small village of Le
Monastier-sur-Gazeille in the Haute Loire,
France, however, minus the equivalent of
his donkey companion Modestine!
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Katherine Gloor, Robert Robinson, Jill
Paillas, Pamela Irving, RLS, Janette Allan,
Margaret Nay, Margaret Mohandas, John
Hungerford (Leader), Robyn Christie - in Le
Monastier.
Over the next two weeks our leadership
skills were honed as, in democratic style,
John proposed that group members
buddy up to take a turn in this role
alternating each day.
We began by walking through the deep
valleys and over the high volcanic plateau
of the magnificent Upper Loire Valley. We
passed tiny hamlets, pine forests and
farms bordered by picturesque stone
walls to our first stop at Le Bouchet-SaintNicolas where we were treated to a fine
meal featuring the famous Le Puy lentils
prepared by the friendly Monsieur
Robert.

For each of the next three days, we walked
similar distances stopping to sleep at the
ancient towns of Pradelles, Cheylard
l’Evêque and La Bastide-Puylaurent.

Janette Allan, Modestine??, Pamela Irving - in
Pradelles

On many nights we shared lodgings with
fellow groups of walkers, mainly French
people. We will always remember the
group led by Evelyne - famous for her
short, short shorts and the wonderful
sing-along at Refuge du Moure (with
money-bags as the main dish). Later we
met Andre the Giant and his party plus the
Greek/UK couple with big packs as they
were camping along the way. He had the
magnificent name of Dionysus (call me
Dennis).
On our rest day in La Bastide we walked 3
kms to L’Abbaye Notre Dames des Neiges
where we gathered outside the small
chapel for a beautiful reflective moment
to remember Angelika Langley (who was
to have been on this trip). It was such a
perfect place of serenity and meditation.
Following this, some returned but 5
completed the 12 km loop back into the
town. During lunch, after John had eaten
half his pâté, it was noticed that the lid
had a picture of a cat on it. On closer
inspection it was cat food. Quite tasty he
said!
That night Colin Reid’s group caught up to
us so we had a jolly meal together. Their
group arrived late as they had walked an
extra 8 kms by following the new GR70 –
not the old GR70 in our track notes!

We continued south west to the small
town of Chasseradès which was a short
walk. To fill in the afternoon 3 did a local
walk of another 12 kms! The next day we
climbed into Goulet Forest and onwards
entering the Cevennes area, stunning
particularly because of the brilliant
yellow broom covering the rolling hills, to
Le Bleymard being rewarded by an
impressive cheeseboard at the 5 course
dinner that night.
Now into our second week of walking, our
day’s trek took us on a memorable ascent
to Mont Lozère, the highest point in south
central France. From here we had
stunning views over the Pyrenees. After
descending through open countryside
marked with a multitude of granite
boulders, we arrived at Le Pont-deMontvert deep in Camisard Country.

Margaret Nay, Jill Paillas, Margaret Mohandas,
Robyn Christie, John Hungerford (with cat food!)

Our long walk to Florac proved to be
particularly challenging as it was very hot.
The uphill route took us southwards
through the pine forests to Planette Pass
before swinging west to Sapet Pass along
the mountain crest which provided us
with more magnificent views over the
rolling Cevennes hills stretching into the
distance. Towards the end the group split
into two – and those who completed 28
kms finished before those who took a
shorter path! Thank goodness for the
luxury of the three star hotel that night!
Then we walked along the fabulous
Mimente Valley (rail) trail through forests
of chestnut trees to the village of
Cassagnas where we stayed in the
modernised old railway station.

Then we climbed the Pierre Plantée Pass
(891 m), passing ancient menhirs and
traversing forests of chestnut trees to
arrive at St Germain de Calberte where we
stayed in forest resort cabins and had a
swim.
Our final day was indeed memorable and
hot. The trail followed the pretty Gardon
valley through to St Etienne and then
climbed steeply towards the Saint-Pierre
pass from which we were once again
offered magnificent views. Then the path
descended steeply over slippery shale
into St Jean-du-Gard.
Our ritual of
gathering in the local tavern at the end of
each day’s walk was particularly welcome
today as was the hotel pool!
That evening, fatigued but not defeated,
we gathered to celebrate our achievement
at L’Oronge Restaurant and acknowledge
our appreciation of the hard work that
John had put into organising and
coordinating the walk. We also had much
pleasure in recounting our adventures,
the sights seen, the people we travelled
alongside and the things that were
occasionally lost in translation.

Canberra’s Centenary Trail:
oblique angles on our capital
By Anne Armstrong
Walkers:
- Kaye Birch (leader)
- Chris and Ian Edwards
- Jane and Paul Millgate
- Doreen and Graeme Handy
- Mark and Anne Armstrong
This 7-day loop walk, which begins and
ends at Parliament House, is 145 kms in
length. It crosses Mt Ainsley and Mt
Majura to the east; has short forays
across the NSW border in the north;
traverses Black Mountain and Stromlo
Forest Park to the west; then morphs to
join a beautiful trek above the
Murrumbidgee River in the south-west
corner from Kambah Pool carpark. The
journey takes an ellipsoid form, with a
longer north/south axis.
Kaye Birch, our talented leader, kept a
focused pace each day. We all benefited
from her dedicated pre-preparation
strategy. The track was dry and hard
and we managed impressive times,
despite our constant conversation. We
had ideal autumn weather. Ian Edwards
cheerfully shared his extensive bush
knowledge. Peter Birch’s support and
driving skills were brilliant. We had a
great week.

Sue Crosby, Linda Pracy, Doreen Payne, Shirley
Hart, Pam Reid, Lynne Outhred, Colin Reid (Leader),
John Maltby – in Le Bouchet-St-Nicolas

We trust Colin’s group enjoyed the walk
as much as we did.
Mulligan’s Flat Woolshed

Each day was different. Bright blue
layers of sky with thin cloud soared
above. The sun-bleached grasses waved
from the hills below. Distinctive gums
with white, grey and russet trunks
marched up and down the ridges. Away
to the west, the majestic blue
Brindabella Range pondered the coming
winter.

Arboretum and the Bushfire Memorial at
Stromlo Forest Park are remarkable.

Murrumbidgee River

Group photograph at panoramic sign
After Day 3 the intrepid Millgate cycling
contingent headed off on their mountain
bikes to engage in riskier adventures
and we others didn’t see them again
during walking hours. The cyclists
finished the Trail by the end of Day 5.
The Centenary Trail is a walk for all
those who appreciate vast vistas, crave
fresh air in their lungs, and long to
stretch their legs for a week. The highest
point is Mt Majura (888m). The track
covers non-urban areas where possible.
In these more rural bush areas, Eastern
grey kangaroos observed our progress;
and we saw plump rosellas, cockatoos
and galahs most days.
The inevitable urban parts of the Trail
have built structures, with historical
features, parklands and lakes. The

ACT Bushfire Memorial
References:
1.
TAMS (Territory and Municipal
Services) website and maps;
2.
Walking and Cycling Canberra’s
Centenary Trail, Nina Hvoslef & Tallis
Didcott,
Woodslane
Press,
2015
(descriptions & diagrams of each
section).

The house is on fire!
By Diane McPhail
At 6:40pm on 21 January this year, our
house was struck by a huge and frightening
lightning bolt and the wooden electricity
box caught fire. Flames rose up through the
brick cavity to the roof, and then travelled
throughout the house, assisted by the air
conditioning ducting. Alan discovered the
flames when he went outside to investigate
our flickering lights, followed by no
electricity. He ran back into the house and
shouted to me “The house is on fire”.

Once the fire started there wasn’t time to
discuss and negotiate what to do next – we
simply had to get out and stay out. Perhaps
this is my most important message, to think
about how to respond to such an
emergency, to enable calm, safe and
practical reactions.

Late last year our Bushcare Trainer, who is
also a Council Bushfire Risk Assessment
Officer said to me in a stern voice “Diane, do
you have a fire plan?” We live very close to
Lane Cove National Park and are in the
Hornsby Council Bushfire Risk Zone. The
question made me think about how to
respond to an emergency, and what I would
take with me if possible.
The NSW Fire and Rescue website has clear
and simple advice and also the instructions
for drawing and practising a fire escape
plan.
http://www.fire.nsw.gov.au/page.php?id=
883
The simplest message is “Get out, stay out,
call 000” (CFA Victoria Fire Plan).
Our house fire started on one side of the
house and we still had access to all exit
doors, so we had several minutes to collect
a few items before we walked out of the
house together and closed the doors behind
us. We lost a valuable minute while trying to
phone 000. Our telephones didn’t work, so
we found a mobile phone with the aid of a
torch and then fumbled in the dark to make
the call. We drove the cars out of the
garage, then went to the opposite footpath
and joined the gathering crowd of
neighbours while we waited 20 minutes for
the first fire tender to arrive.

Many people have asked us “Did you take
your photographs with you?” I had thought
about this last year and decided that my
identity cards, papers and records were the
most important items to help in surviving
the next days, weeks and months. I grabbed
a large plastic bag and then threw in my
purse, keys, external hard drives, laptop,
expanding file and the dog lead. I left the
bag and our son’s family golden retriever
with a neighbour four houses away. Items
to be collected in just one or two minutes
must be accessible (even in the dark), light
and portable. Our collection of family
photographs does not fit these criteria. I
forgot to take my driving glasses, but one of
the firemen found them for me when the
fire had died down.
Our neighbours were wonderful, lending us
umbrellas, giving us chairs and plying us

with cups of tea as we all watched the house
burn. I noticed that an unknown lady
standing beside me seemed to be looking
me up and down. She said “You seem to be
about my size. I can give you some clothes.”
Another gentleman told me very seriously
that I wouldn’t be able to sleep properly for
about a month, but not to take sleeping pills
because they become addictive.
The fire chief advised us to contact our
insurers while the house was still burning.
Our daughter did this for us, so we had our
insurance claim number before the firemen
left. We had conversations with the
firemen, policemen and paramedics. It was
a busy night!

We declined to speak to the reporters from
Channels 7, 9 and 10 and found to our
family’s delight two days later that an
internet article about the fire was titled
“Elderly couple rescued from house fire by
neighbours”.
We stayed with our daughter and son-inlaw for two nights before moving to the
insurer’s emergency accommodation. Our
wonderful daughter gave us pyjamas,

clothes for the next day, and a notebook
and pen each. In our first stroke of good luck
for the evening, we found that Bonds undies
were on special at our local Coles store.
Some practical advice from our experiences
 Salvaging treasured items from a fire site
is hard, dirty and depressing work.
 Synthetic materials that are burnt and
smelly from a fire are not recoverable,
despite repeated washing.
 Many natural fibres with fire grime can
be cleaned, especially with heavy-duty
cleaning materials applied energetically
with a scrubbing brush.
 It is impossible to rinse or dust fire grime
from items – they must be washed in
soapy water. Sooty grime on items made
from rigid white plastic is permanent.
 Most wet books and papers are not
recoverable. Our daughter’s neighbour
collected all of the recycling bins in her
street so we could quickly dispose of wet
books and papers.
 It is possible to survive for a month with
just two sets of clothes.
 After working all day for several weeks
recovering, discarding, washing and
packing burnt possessions it is tempting
to resort to take-away meals. We ate
fresh sandwiches at the site and cooked
very simple meat-and-3 veg meals for
dinner each night in the emergency
accommodation tiny kitchen.
Our house is in a prominent position and we
have lived there for 32 years. Neighbours
and other North Epping residents came to
chat to us every day at the site. We realised
that we were only part-owners of our
house, because there was community
ownership of ourselves and the house. We
spent a lot of time comforting and
reassuring shocked neighbours, and
received gifts of clothing, chocolates, cakes,
and cups of tea.

Finally
We received a cash payment for our entire
insurance contents policy two weeks after
the fire. Our insurer will repair the house by
leaving just the walls and removing and
repairing the remaining roof, ceilings,
windows, electrical fittings, bathrooms,
kitchen, cupboards and floor. We hope to
be back in the house by March 2017.
And once again, plan for your response to
such an emergency. You will need to stay
calm and alert, and protect yourself and
others from harm.

BOOK REVIEWS

"The Summit of Her Ambition
The spirited life of Marie Byles"
Anne Mcleod

Review by Michael Keats
Offered the opportunity to review a new
text on the life of Marie Byles, co-founder of
the Bush Club Inc., I jumped at the
opportunity. At the time I felt reasonably
equipped to handle the task. I had in my
archives an original copy of Marie’s
unpublished autobiography annotated with
the author’s corrections; the rare
experience of interviewing her personal
assistant and walking companion of 16
years, Ruth Milton; of early minutes of the

Bush Club when Marie was a pivotal figure,
walks leader and one time club secretary.
In reading the work by Anne McLeod, "The
Summit of her Ambition – The spirited life of
Marie Byles", I was initially dismayed to find
that the significant cofounder of The Bush
Club rated minimal mention. Now I know
more about the breadth of Marie’s life from
McLeod’s researched perspective, I find that
the Bush Club was but a small benchmark
achievement in an extremely diverse life,
and in the author’s words "an exceptional
life and exceptional contributions" as she
fulfilled her mother’s creed by daring to
have ‘a purpose firm and daring to make it
known’.
Marie was a change agent in every sense of
the word, she was opposed to the
Establishment in all its forms, she enjoyed
being "a heretic among the orthodox". The
formation of the Bush Club was an exercise
against the Establishment and for Marie "a
practical way to confront the evils the war
produced".
Until the formation of the Bush Club, bush
walking was only for the very fit and must
involve camping. So Marie tilted against the
Establishment and that philosophy. Further
when the Commonwealth Government
determined during WWII that foreign
nationals must be at home in bed each night,
the Bush Club provided an under the radar
opportunity for bush walking to flourish. No
wonder Marie championed the formation of
the Bush Club. It was also from the start
extraordinarily
cosmopolitan
and
synchronised with the founder’s inclusive
beliefs.
Perhaps the bush walking injury that befell
her in 1941 was life changing, and as Anne so
succinctly describes it, "There is often a
precipitating event … that can turn a life
from the outward to the inward journey".
Post this event Marie’s life changed
irrevocably. The choice of chapter headings
by Anne says so much about the growth and
development of Marie’s mind; "An
Adventure in Loneliness", "No Peace to be

found", "Pioneering Buddhism in the West",
"Journey into Burmese Silence" and "Paths
to inner calm". The embracing of eastern
religious philosophies was transformational.

leader amongst Australian women was its
co-founder.
If any member wishes to borrow /have the
book I am happy to part with it.

In some detail Anne documents the major
life changing event when Marie was brutally
attacked and raped. Her already polarised
thoughts about men were reinforced. From
that point onwards Marie almost becomes
self-dichotomous waging a constant war
between her conflicting selves.
Marie Byles' life was characterised by
frequent life changing and sometimes life
threatening events. Anne McLeod has
managed to capture these events from the
joys of breakthrough achievements to the
deep sorrows of a body ill equipped to
handle the physical abuse caused by
accident and physical attack. Anne takes the
reader through the labyrinthine paths of
Marie’s mind and at all times how her inner
strength enabled her to rise above the
issues and keep doggedly moving forward
to achieve, often in extremis.
Marie was far from being a saint in her
dealings with others. Her dominant ideas,
fixation about men and ability to alienate
even her closest friends is captured by her
friend Florence in a letter to Marie’s brother
Baldur. Florence sums up her complex
nature,
“…the gulf that divided Marie’s belief in her
attainment of self–forgetfulness from her
unremitting self-concern and self-will, and her
repudiation of the need for human affection
when she craves love with her whole being,
although she would never acknowledge it...”
The Bush Club conception was made
possible by two great walking champions,
Paddy Pallin and Marie Byles. It could not
have had better credentialed ‘parents’. It
was a unique and highly successful bush
walking marriage that has lasted 76 years
and promises to continue thriving. Thank
you Anne for such a fulsome biography and
allowing the club membership to
understand and appreciate that a truly great

"Exploring the Jagungal Wilderness"
Robert Green

Review by Vincent Murtagh
Looking north from the summit of Mt
Kosciuszko you see a distant, crouching lionshaped peak that is one of the less visited
highlights of KNP. The Big Bogong, Mt
Jagungal, is higher than anything to its
north, but access requires walkers to have
more dedication than is needed for most of
the Main Range.
Not much has been published about walks in
the area. I think the last book was the 8th
edition of Snowy Mountains Walks (in 2001 before the big fires). Of course, Mr Google
will have something and the Bushwalking
forum does give useful ideas. But people
who like books will be overjoyed to see this
latest publication, an up-to-date guide for
bushwalkers, a "detailed coverage of track
and hut sites in the Jagungal Wilderness".
And the book encourages accessing the area
from the east; a shorter drive for Canberra
and Sydney walkers.
After the 2003 fires the author and a few
others realised that old tracks were revealed
after being concealed for many years by

regrowth. They began to walk and record
them and this book is based on that work.
They found that the stockmen's routes
showed great awareness of the shape of the
countryside. The bridle trails and stock
routes were sensible routes, different from
roads built by bulldozers, and better suited
to the needs of bushwalkers.
There are more than a dozen walks
described, with detailed and current
descriptions of access along with portion of
a relevant map. These are from both recent
series and some older maps which give
details not shown on modern ones. These
enhance the emphasis on the historical
relics in the area. The author touches on a
related issue, the chequered history of huts
in the area.
As a good example of disappearing features,
the extract from the 1968 1:100 000 map
(Kosciuszko) shows the old track along the
divide south of Cesjacks Hut, continuing to
Mawsons and Kidmans Huts. By 1981 the
1:50000 sheet (Khancoban) didn't show
Cesjacks although it did mark "Katingal".
(This private hut was cut in two and moved
away, down to the Snowy Plains, in the late
1970s.) The firetrail was shown to south of
the Bulls Peaks, east of Mailbox Hill. The
current 2012 1:25000 sheet (Jagungal) does
recognise Cesjacks and also shows the trail
ending south of the Bulls Peaks. Having
tried (with limited success) to follow this
trail around Bulls Peaks a year ago I know
that it is disappearing under regrowth.
Knowing this, the author has given a
detailed list of waypoints which he hopes
will enable the original alignment to be
"walked in as a track".
At 90 pages it is a slender book, but it is the
most detailed guide ever put out for this
part of KNP. A fanatic would need years to
do justice to the walks described, and its
pages give enough incidental ideas to
exhaust the most dedicated walker. I highly
recommend this book.
Privately published. Available in hard copy
or e-book through Amazon.

Bush Club Walks Programs
Lynn Dabbs is currently working on a
project to get a history of all our Walks
Programs over the years.
She has
compiled a lot of information from 1996
to now and from 1947 up to 1984. If any
of our long-term members have the
Walks Programs between 1984 and
1996 that they could provide for the
project please contact Lynn on
bushclubsnw@gmail.com.

Another of Lynn's projects was to
upload Walks and Talks archived copies
onto the website. A number of issues
dating back to 1956 have been
uploaded. If you haven't had a chance
to view them yet, they make fascinating
reading of walks undertaken over the
years. Members will find a link to the
Walks and Talks archive on the main
menu of our website.
Bushwalking NSW also has archived
many older issues of their magazine
"The Bushwalker". Check out their
website if you are interested in reading
any of the issues.

WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS
Regina Haertsch, Jafar Calley, Jason
McCall Power, Anna Ossig-Bonanno, David
Lee, Kate Wilson, Martin Williams, Cheryl
Harvey, John Pickard, Christine Burton,
Sarah Hurley, Colin Ridley, Joyce Choucair,
Allison Hart,
Lucy Moore,
Jim
Romanowski, Fiona Ringrose, Bryan
Wadsworth.

Vale Warren Irish
Warren Irish passed away suddenly on 25th
May 2016 whilst completing a pre-walk for
a Chase Alive Discovery activity. He sadly
suffered a heart attack from which he could
not be revived.

Flora and Fauna
Watch out for:

Waratah

Our thoughts and sympathy go out to his
family and to his many friends.
Although Warren has not walked a great
deal with the Bush Club, he and his wife
Anne have been members for a few years.
Many members of the Bush Club knew
Warren through the Chase Alive program,
either working with him or walking with
him. He is remembered as quietly
passionate about the local bushland and
sharing his knowledge through the Chase
Alive program.
Warren was going to lead his first Bush Club
walk in July. The walk will now be held at a
later date as a 'Memorial Walk'.

Vale Jan Roberts
A memorial gathering was held in mid-July
to remember the life of one of our club
members - Jan Roberts. Jan left this world
on the evening of June 12 after an 11 year
battle with multiple myeloma. She was
courageous until the end. Jan joined the
Bush Club nine years ago and prior to that
was a member of Sydney Bushwalkers for
many years, serving as Social Secretary for a
few years and then President in 2006-2007.
Her partner, Brian Ogilvy, would love to
hear memories and thoughts of Jan from
people in both clubs with a view to collating
them into a book, so if you have a memory
to
share
please
email
tess.holgate@gmail.com.
Rest in peace Jan - wandering the hills
forever....

The official floral emblem of
NSW since 1962, the
crimson flowers stand out
against the Australian bush.
Flowering Season:
September to November
Where:

while quite widespread

on the Central Coast and Blue
Mountains, why not take the
opportunity to see them at
Muogamarra Nature Reserve when
it opens for only 6 weekends a
year during Spring.

Advance Notice – AGM
The AGM will be held on Thursday
1st December at the McMahons
Point Community Centre, 165
Blues Point Road, McMahons
Point. Further details will follow
at a later date.

"I'm very excited to be embarking on this
'new career' as a BC leader. Please pass
on my thanks to all the committee
members and participants in the course. I
was able to put this into practice
yesterday with Carol as the most
supportive co-leader anyone could ask
for: I had a ball and the feedback was very
encouraging all round." Nicola Le
Couteur - a participant in the recent
Leadership Training course.

Members are reminded that all
Committee
positions
automatically become vacant
each year and a number of
current committee members will
not be standing again.
We urge all Members to consider
nominating for a year on the
Committee.

Congratulations to
New Leaders

Another successful half-day Leadership
Training was conducted on Saturday, 18
June, at the Kirribilli Neighbourhood
Centre.

Congratulations to the eleven members
who undertook training.
We look
forward to joining the following new
leaders on the track:
• Debbie Byers
• Tim Dabbs
• Bill Donohoe
• Pam Freeland
• Bernie Hunt
• MaryAnn Irvin
• Nicola Le Couteur
• Andrew Lumsden
• Gill McCartney
• Astrid Van Blerk
• Mark Wigley
A big vote of thanks to experienced
leaders and Committee members who
led parts of the training session: Chris
Edwards, Bev Barnett, Cavan Hogue,
Sandra Bushell, Carol Green and Walter
Baer.

The Three Capes Walk
Tasmania
By Yvonne Lollback
Recently my partner, Richard Graylin
and I did the newly opened Three
Capes Walk in Tasmania. It was so
good that I thought it worth
promoting. It's suitable for single
walkers as you meet the same people
along the track and in the huts. It is
expensive but it includes the boat ride
to the beginning, a bus ride at the end,
all your cooking needs such as stoves,
fuel, saucepans and tools etc.,
mattresses that are really comfortable
and don't rustle like the New Zealand
ones do, a really great information
booklet and an unlimited 2 year pass
to the Port Arthur ruins. The wellmade huts have very helpful wardens
and even supply deck chairs for
relaxing in while taking in the great
views. The track has been carefully
made with consideration given to the
width and depth of the steps. There
are individually made seats and other
interesting things to see which are all
explained in the booklet. By the end of
the walk you have a complete
knowledge of the geology, history,
flora and fauna of the area - if your
memory is better than mine. Also we
were lucky enough to have perfect
weather with overcast but dry days.

Impossibly balanced pillars
But it's the views that really got me. If
you like dolerite column formations,
for which Tasmania is famous + ocean
views, then this is for you. There are
sheer cliffs, tunnels, caves, chasms,

isolated columns and stacks [that
should have fallen down years ago] as
well as views up and down the coast
and the harbour of Port Arthur. The
vegetation is always changing too
from tall forests to heath to rainforest
to swamp and more. Because it was
February, and a drought, the flowers
were not so evident but there were still
some.

One of the tunnels
We arrived in Hobart before lunch,
picked up our hire car from East Coast
Rentals for $105 for 5 days, and did
our last-minute shopping. We'd
booked a night at Eagle Hawk Neck to
have time to see the Tessellated
Pavement, the Devil's Kitchen and
other coastal sights - a taste of things
to come. The next morning we drove
on to Port Arthur via the convict Coal
Mine which was an even worse
punishment than Port Arthur. Then a
quick drive out to Remarkable Cave.
This is a collapsed cave but with two
sea entrance tunnels which you can
walk through if you climb over the
viewing platform railing as any decent
adventurer would do. Besides no signs
forbid it.
We arrived at Port Arthur in plenty of
time for the 2 PM boat ride [there's an
11 AM one too]. This was much better

than we'd expected too as it went right
to the harbour heads with stops and
explanations along the way. We were
given a full length raincoat to wear
against the spray which was definitely
needed. I was also very pleased I'd
taken my sea sickness pill. We saw
Cape Raoul in the distance. This is
Cape No 1 though we never actually
walk to it. We also had great views of
Cape Pillar [Cape No 2] where we'd be
on Day 3.
Tasman Island with The Blade

Hut 1
After more than an hour we were
deposited on the beach for a 4 km
gentle climb to Hut 1. Day 2 involved
11 km of ever-changing landscape,
over Mt Arthur, to Hut 2 from which
we had views to Cape Hauy [Cape No
3 pronounced Hoy] where we'd be on
Day 4. Here many rushed to have a
cold shower but, being a wimp, I could
easily forgo that pleasure. On day 3
we left our packs in a shed and headed
out to Cape Pillar, a 14 km return trip,
with stops at chasms, ocean views and
sightings of Tasman Island where 3
families lived in incredibly remote
conditions
caring
for
the
lighthouse. Finally we were ready to
climb The Blade which looks high and
narrow from the distance but is really
quite easy especially as there was very
little wind. Then lunch at the Seal Spa
Lookout [with real seals] and a quick
dash to The Chasm for me and back to
the hut to pick up our bags. On the
way we stopped to watch hundreds of
dolphins jumping out of the water.
After picking up our bags and a cup of
revitalizing tea, we walked the 3 to 4
km to hut 3.

Day 4, which is 14 km, started with a
gentle but continuous climb up and
over Mt Fortescue in lovely rainforest.
At the top we could again see up and
down the coast with more wonderful
sea caves and tunnels. The rocks here
are a combination of dolerite and
sandstone. We dropped our packs at a
junction and headed out to Cape Hauy
where we could look down on The
Totem Pole which people actually
climb.
Then on to Fortescue Bay for the 4 PM
bus back to Port Arthur. There is a 2
PM bus but I think this is too much of
a rush. What a fantastic way to spend
4 days. It's especially good if you like
pack-walking but don't want to carry
heavy packs.

Mt Arthur with views over the mouth
of Port Arthur and Cape Raoul in the
far distance

